devout followers. It was a voyage into the light. The 55
earth became illuminated by her own inner light. At
Mycenae I walked over the incandescent dead; at Epi-
daurus I felt a stillness so intense that for a fraction of a
second I heard the great heart of the world beat and I
understood the meaning of pain and sorrow 5 at Tiryns
I stood in the shadow of the Cyclopean man and felt the
blaze of that inner eye which has now become a sickly
gland; at Argos the whole plain was a fiery mist in which
I saw the ghosts of our own American Indians and greeted
them in silence. I moved about in a detached way, my
feet flooded with the earthly glow. I am at Corinth in a
rose light, the sun battling the moon, the earth turning
slowly with its fat ruins, wheeling in light like a water-
wheel reflected in a still pond. I am at Arachova when the
eagle soars from its nest and hangs poised above the boil-
ing cauldron of earth, stunned by the brilliant pattern of
colors which dress the heaving abyss. I am at Leonidion
at sundown and behind the hejavy pall of marsh vapor
looms the.dark portal of the Inferno where the shades
of bats and snakes and lizards come to rest, and perhaps
to pray. In each place I open a new vein of experience, a
miner digging deeper into the earth, approaching the
heart of the star which is not yet extinguished. The light
is no longer solar or lunar; it is the starry light of the
planet to which man has given life. The earth is alive to
its innermost depths; at the center it is a sun in the form
of a man crucified. The sun bleeds on its cross in the hid-
den depths.The sun is man struggling to emerge towards
another .light. From light to light, from calvary to cal-
vary. The earth song. ...
I stayed at Hydra a few days during which time I ran
up and down thousands of steps, visited the home of sev-
eral admirals, made votive offerings to the saints who
protect the island, said prayers for the dead, the halt and

